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Abstract



to the task. On the opposite, trying to integrate existing elements or modules implies a radical change of this method : the designer shall start from elements that he cannot choose, and try to synthesize a robot control architecture out of them to manage the expected task. Whereas the analytical approach is often considered a \top-down" design method { because the goal comes rst {, the integration requires a \bottom-up" methodology. Integration raises several issues:



Agents and multi-agents systems are powerful tools for distributed articial intelligence, software engineering, complex systems modeling and distributed problem solving. This paper addresses the issue of using agents and multi-agents systems for integration of various perception and action techniques into a goaldriven autonomous robot architecture. The problem of encapsulating an existing and independently developped module into an agent is rst examined. Then, we show how the proper organization of the agents into a structured system can manage planning and reactive action selection, concurrent goals management, adaptation and computational resource management.



1 Introduction The question of integration in robotics is a rising issue in the scientic community for several reasons. Robotics has always been a science of integration, putting together mechanical, electronics and software components to work as a complex system. In this context, and as a large number of techniques are today available for programming robots, there is a great need in nding a way of standardizing the robotics components for making their integration easier, and exchanging them between robotic platforms. Classically, the approach for building a robot is analytical : rst, the designer analyses the task that he wants to give to the robot, dividing it recursively into subtasks until he nds elementary actions to be undertaken. It is then supposed that he have o-theshelf tools and elements for implementing these basic actions, which enables him to design the robot tting







The basic modules that are integrated have not been specically designed for that purpose, and require some adaptation to work together. This implies that a common formalism shall be found for encapsulating the basic modules, and enabling communication and cooperation between them.







The designer needs an organization method for exploiting individual modules capabilities and functions, for choosing between equivalent modules, for making them cooperate to achieve a more complex function, and for sharing the available resources of the robot.







The integrated system has to t the general constraints of robotic systems : real time work in a dynamic environment with limited computing power.



Agent formalism, and the organization of agents into multi-agents systems (noted further MASs) t particularly well the preceding requirements and the bottom up design methodology. After a brief introduction on agents and MASs, we will explain how they can be adapted to robotics applications, and how they can make their integration and design easier. 1



3 ROBOTICS AGENTS
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2 Agents and Multi-agents systems



programming simple individual agent behavior. For integration in robotics, cognitive agents design method will help for designing agents from existing pieces of software and robotics techniques. Reactive We give here a quick introduction to agents and agents systems will be useful for implementing useful MASs. For a thorough survey on multi-agents sys- management functions as emergent properties of the tems and their application, we suggest the reading of organization of robotics agents 8] and 9]. Agents are abstract representations that appeared Agent as a common concept in several scientic elds. The most concrete idea of what an agent is can be found in computer science and software engineering. Agent is there an extension of the object concept introduced by object oriented programming techniques : it is an object or an aggregation of objects associated with Module Module an independent thread or process. Agents have a certain autonomy that enables them to manage its own execution, to take the initiative of their computations and interactions with other processes. The main interest in using agents appears when you group dierent agents into a single application, which con- Figure 1: Principle of existing software module encapstitute the creation of a multi-agent system. Agents sulation in an agent. A software module can be generare doted with a protocol of interaction with other ically seen as a program with inputs and outputs of inagents that enables them to exchange informations formations. It is commanded from the outside (method and to cooperate to achieve a complex task. Agents calling, events reception, etc.), and may emit commands are not restricted to be located on a same computer, to other modules. The agent can be seen as a software and can use network facilities to communicate or even level managing the computations in the module, collecting to jump from one machine to another, which is the informations necessary for this management, and exportcase of mobile agents. This programming method is ing internal informations to enable a similar management particularly interesting for applications where several in other agents. Unlike passive software modules, agents tasks are done in parallel, distributed in several pro- have their own autonomy of execution, and may take the cesses or on several machines. Robotics applications initiative of their computations and communications. fall in this category because autonomous robots have to sense, think and act at the same time. MASs can also be used for modeling collective phenomena in elds as dierent as ecology, biology, geography, economics, etc. The principle is to introduce simple models of individual agents behavior and to The basic modules that can be found in robotics can simulate their interactions. The collective behavior be categorized roughly in two classes : of the group of agents is observed at the system level  perception modules, which transform input data and compared with the studied phenomenon. The into useful informations and representations of succesful reproduction of ant nests social organizathe environment. Perception modules can pertion is a good example of this multi-agent modeling form raw sensor data processing and segmentamethod 7], which has also been used to reproduce tion, data fusion, pattern recognition or complex sh shoals behavior, population repartition in a geogeometric or topologic representation extraction graphical area, etc. and updating. Distributed articial intelligence (DAI) study how  action modules, which transform sensor data into systems of agents can perform problem solving and motor command. Action modules can be sensorother AI applications. DAI divides agents in two based control laws of any kind, or direct sensoryclasses: cognitive agents, that can perform complex motor coupling such as reex behaviors. tasks on their own, and reactive agents that have a very simple internal architecture, and limited com- These two classes of modules can be encapsulated putational resources. Cognitive MASs address the into agents. Figure 2 shows the minimal communicaproblem of the cooperation of existing AI applica- tion protocol for enabling the coexistence of perception such as expert systems by encapsulating them in tion and action agents in a control architecture. This agents and dening proper communication protocols. kind of communication can be sucient with a cenReactive MASs are rather interesting for designing tralized architecture which will coordinate in a single complex and robust emergent collective behavior by module the work of all the other agents. agent system
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4 ORGANIZING AGENTS FOR DECISION MANAGEMENT This simple use of modules encapsulation into agents may be useful for integration. Perception agents performing raw sensor data processing can be attached to these sensors. Action agents linking one particular sensor to an eector can also be automatically included in the control architecture of the robot. Perception agents can be classied according to their ouput data structure, or to their function. Thus, agents of the same class could be compared in term of eciency or reliability. Furthermore, it will be easier to add a new agent into an existing architecture : it will determine by broadcast requests which agents share the same kind of input or output data. This enables it to know if it will compete with another agent to compute the same kind of information (for perception agents) or to control the same eector (for action agents). new data available
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Figure 2: Perception agents and action agents for robotic



application. A typical protocol of communication for perception agents will be to receive messages about the presence of new information on the input of the module, orders of computation and to emit a message when a new value of the output is available. The protocol should set an action agent as the active agent controlling the motor command of the robot, and the other asleep.



4 Organizing agents for decision management Top down design assigns a software module to each high-level function identied in the robot architecture, such as planning, world modelling, control of execution, etc. Following this method, it could be possible to encapsulate all these modules into agents, and build a custom protocol of communication between them and basic robotic agents. This correspond to the use of agents as a programming method.We are rather interested in introducing decision management and the other high-level functions as an emergent property of the multi-agent system constituted by basic perception and action modules. This method is typical of the real exploitation of agent-oriented properties, as stated in 15]. Agents and MASs are not another software development technics, and this is the use of collective properties of MASs that gives
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the method its entire strength. Therefore, the work for enabling planning, decision-making, computation management and adaptation must focus on the interactions of the basic agents.



4.1 Planning and real-time management



From the perspective of integration, we must be conscious that we do not need explicitly some method to build a prexed plan before doing any action. In fact, what we do need is to choose at each time which action among those available as basic components of our system shall be undertaken. This choice must take both into account the current situation of the robot, i.e. use the information computed by perception agents, and the future situation of the robot. This future situation has to be evaluated by the system of agents. But this is neither implicating that there is one or several agents specically endowed with the function of planning, nor that this process of anticipation will result in a predened series of actions or reactions to be undertaken. Our preceding work (5],6]) suggests that it is possible to use multi-agent system cooperation and competition mechanisms to choose in real time the best action to undertake considering both current and future situation, and the goal or function given to the system. We extended a work in action selection from P. Maes (12],13]) to meet the requirements of autonomous mobile robotics applications, and adapted it to MAS formalism. The principle of this mechanism is, translated in agents' term, to use rst the cooperation of action and boolean perception agents to evaluate the impact of dierent decisions. Boolean perception agents have a binary truth value computed on the basis of sensor data or other perception agents output. In the system, each action agent knows which boolean perception agent is likely to become true or false if it is chosen as the current action. Each boolean perception agent also knows which action agents are appropriate to choose according to its individual binary information. One agent is designed to be the \goal" of the system. If it is a perception agent, the goal of the system is to make its boolean information become true. If it is an action agent, the goal of the system is to choose it, which implies fullling the conditions of its choice. Each agent have an internal parameter of \activation" that will help for choosing an interesting action agent. The repartition of activation over time is the result of a cooperation mechanism between perception and action agents :  True boolean perception agents and the goal agent receive a constant input of activation.  A perception agent will give some of its activation to action agents that are appropriate to



4 ORGANIZING AGENTS FOR DECISION MANAGEMENT Perception
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2 Cooperative exchange of activation



Figure 3: Symbolic representation of the agent system or-



ganization for action selection. Perception agents are represented as round elements. The grey level indicates the level of activation (the more black, the more active). Bold border means that the boolean perception agent information is true at the moment. Action agents are represented as square elements. Grey level as the same meaning as in perception agents. The action selection mechanism begins by the introduction of activation to true perception and to the goal (1). Then, activation propagates in both direction through the acquaintance links of the agents (2). When activation repartition has reached an equilibrium, there is a competition between action agents for the nal choice.



choose according to him. Activation spread from true perception agents to the appropriate action agents, which become more likely to be chosen. These action agents spread it themselves to their probable consequences perception agents, which will redistribute it to their appropriate action agents, and so on. This cooperation mechanism propagates the probable consequences of the current situation in the future according to the robot decision model coded by agents interactions. 
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This repartition gives an evaluation of which action is best suited to the current situation, taking both the goal and the current situation into account. On the basis of this evaluation, a competition between action agents determine which is next chosen. This description is not a demonstration of the validity of the mechanism, which has been thoroughly explained and whose stability has been proven in other articles 4]. We just use it to put forward that doing distributed reactive planning and action selection is possible with the proper design of interaction in a multi-agent system.



4.2 Management of concurrent goals in a MAS hierarchical organization Robot missions do not generally reduce to the expression of a single goal situation or action. Missions are often organized in a hierarchical way 1]: each high level goal is decomposed in a set of lower level goals. At each level, goals may be conicting, and the robot has to respect constraints often incompatible with the goals of the dierent levels. The management of the dierent goals and constraints is usually done by hierarchical planning algorithms. Multi-agent systems can also be organized in a hierarchical way. The easiest way to build hierarchical organization of agent systems is to remark that a system of agents can be itself considered as a single agent by a shift of viewpoint. Let us consider the same kind of action selection MASs that we described in the preceding paragraph. Seen from the outside, it can be considered as a single action agents that as the function of fullling its specied goal : depending on the situation of the robot, its use can be appropriate or not, and the use of this new action agent can have various consequences on the environment, that can be detected through the use of adapted boolean perception agents. Nothing in fact formally distinguish a basic action agent with this aggregated complex agent.



The goal agent have a high activation. If the goal is a perception agent, it will share this high level of activation with the action agents that will probably lead to the truth of the goal agent information. If the goal is an action agent, it will share it with perception agents that favor its choice. Each agent of the system becomes itself a partial goal that share activation with its \predecessor", i.e. agents that help it to whether become true or chosen. This enables a \retropropragation" of the high activation level of the goal to favor actions that help it to be achieved, Figure 4: A progressive aggregation and reication of which induces a goal-driveness of the choice. basic agents may lead to a hierarchical organization suited for managing complex tasks. Each action selection MAS



These two cooperation mechanisms induce an equi- is viewed at the upper level as a single action agent. librium in the activation repartition among agents.



5 DISCUSSION This shift from a system of agents to a single complex agent is often referred as reication, i.e. the transformation into a thing. This only means that we consider by this operation a group of things { agents { as a whole. The reication is obviously a recursive operation, that enables in principle an arbitrary number of "levels" of reied systems to exist under a single top agent, that would be the whole control system of the robot. This means that the top down construction of a hierarchy of functions or goals that is classical of mobile robotics applications can be achieved from bottom up by successive aggregation and integration of basic, pre-given agents that constitute progressively more and more complex functions.



4.3 Adaptation



Another important property that should be taken into account is the capacities of adaptation and learning. This is an important feature in robotics, both for high level control with machine learning techniques and for low level with adaptive control laws and reexes. Agents and MASs can manage adaptivity at several levels:  at the agent level the encapsulated module can be itself adaptive, without any restriction the communication protocol, and the behavior of the encapsulating agent can adapt to changes of context. (discovery of possible cooperation with other agents, adaptation of local inuences, reduction of resource consumption for secondary agents, etc.)  at the system level the organization of the system can be structurally modify to enhance the overall eciency of the control system. In a hierarchically reifed system, this can be set by reorganizing agent allocation : deleting useless agents in some systems, introducing some in stable ones to test for a better eciency, etc.



4.4 Real-time computation management



Some agents may require a great computing power to run eciently. This need may come from heavy computations required by its individual work, or by the high frequency of computation required by the whole system. Agents can evaluate their resources consumption by measuring :  the frequency of input changes   the frequency of output value requests   the time needed for computing ouput when a new input appears.



5 These parameters can help assessing both the relevance of an agent to the current situation, and the repartition of available computing resources for an optimal frequency of update of the agents. The mechanism for distribution must take into account the cost of agents interactions : the use of MAS mechanism for action selection and adaptation makes agents interactions become a signicant consumer of computing power. The rst idea to manage the time and computing resource management is to centralize it into a monitor agent. This idea is reasonable if this agent is generic, and require no adaptation from one robot to another. But priority assessment among agents depend highly of the application and the robotic platform. It would be best to have a distributed method for allocation of resources. This could be done through the computation of a priority value based on individual agents measurement and cooperative interaction between agents linked by information dependances. This point is still under investigation and will be the subject of a future work.



5 Discussion There are related approaches using MAS or agent-like techniques in robotics. The robotic architecture developped in the CNRS-Laas laboratory has a software architecture whose formalism is close to agent systems (3],10]). Agents are there high level functional modules and the design methodology follow a topdown approach. Robots and complex vision systems has also been developped in a similar spirit with distributed reactive processes over a network of machine 16]. Other examples of distributed robotics architecture can be found in underwater robotics (11],14]). More generally, the problematics of distributing the control system of an autonomous system over a network of computers induces solutions close to MASs, even if this correspondance is not explicited. But once the integration has been done, the organization of modules is usually frozen into a precise architecture, and the robot lose the adaptivity, reconguration capability and robustness of multi-agent systems for solving run-time problems. The ORCCAD approach is closer to generic integration problematics 2]. The principle is to encapsulate sensor-based control laws into logical modules, which specify the requirements for their usage, the detection of misfunctionning, the expected consequences of the execution, etc. This modules are manipulated as basic action primitives in a synchronous real-time programming language. Compilation of one of these program include the logical and temporal coherence verication of the mission programmed. The problem is that there is no planning and no adaptivity with a precompiled program : anything must be



REFERENCES foreseen before the mission begins. The advantages of the agent encapsulation of basic functional modules can be summed up in the following features :  sharing of software modules between robots (third-party modules integration, reusability, denition of standard communication protocols between modules)  management of the performances of individual agents (resource and computing-time consumption, usefulness, reaction time, reliability) and possibility of comparison with other solutions of the same class.  distribution of computation over several processors (exploitation of parallel computers, dynamic load balancing). The distribution is given for free when agent formalism is employed, whereas it is a very dicult task to parallelize eciently a classical program on a parallel machine, or a network of computers The further advantages for organizing these modules in multi-agents systems are :  the possibility of mixing action selection and a special kind of multi-agent continuous reactive planning  the bottom up integration and construction of robot architecture. It is possible to validate the reied action agents at each step of integration  the possibility of adapting the system structure without modifying agents themselves. This is an appreciable feature for introducing new agents as they are available  the distributed management of real time by a scheduler agent or by distributed protocol of constraints satisfaction. This is important in case of heavy computation (world representation computation, building of a plan) and limited computation resources. Some presented features of MASs for autonomous robots have already been tested in simulations, such as the distributed reactive planning algorithm or the hierarchical aggregation of agents. The rest is current work. We are planning some experimentations both in a car-like robot and in underwater robotics to test the feasability of a real-world multi-agents architecture. Sensor processing, control laws and reex behaviors used in these experimentations will be produced by other research teams, and can be considered as given basic components. So this experiment will be a good testbed for the principle of multi-agents integration methodology. Our future work will also focus on the minimization of adaptation operation for the integration of basic



6 agents in an architecture achieving a preset goal or hierarchy of goals. This work will try to nd ways of building automatically the hierarchical structure of the multi-agent system.
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